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Overview
In today’s fast-paced world, particularly in the IT field, parties may not always realise when they
have entered into a binding contract. The
The advent
advent of
of e-mail
e-mail and
and Internet-based
Internet-based commercial
relationships has only made the problem of the “inadvertent” contract more common.
The problem is highlighted in a recent decision of the UK High Court, which shows that a signature
on a piece of paper is not
not always
always required
required for
for aa contract
contract –- or a contract variation
variation –- to come into
existence. Contracts
Contracts can
can arise
arise where
where the
the parties
parties reach
reach agreement
agreement in
in correspondence
correspondence and / or start
performing the terms of the contract.
The decision serves as a reminder that, to avoid being bound by unexpected contracts, parties to a
negotiation should, where possible, not start performing any work until the proper paperwork is
complete, and should make sure that any pre-contract correspondence is made “subject to
contract”. Parties
Parties should
should take
take particular
particular care
care when
when operating
operating in
in an
an environment
environment where informal
negotiations by e-mail are common.
common. For
For example,
example, problems
problems frequently occur where:

z parties
partiesare
arenegotiating
negotiatingsmall-scale
small-scalevolume
volumelicensing
licensingarrangements
arrangements (where
(where negotiations
negotiations may
take place very quickly and involve the e-mail exchange of contract terms); or
z having
havingcarefully
carefullyand
andlaboriously
laboriouslyconstructed
constructedaalarge-scale
large-scale contract,
contract, the
the parties
parties abandon all
formalities when discussing and informally agreeing upon subsequent changes to the
contract.

Background
The case in question is Grant v Bragg. Grant
Grant and
and Bragg
Bragg were
were partners
partners in business and equal
shareholders in a company called Premier
Premier Resorts
Resorts Limited.
Limited. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, their relationship broke
down, and they started to negotiate terms on which Bragg would buy Grant’s shares in the company,
so they could go their separate ways.
Though a draft share-sale contract was
was prepared,
prepared, the
the negotiations
negotiations were
were protracted.
protracted. Despite this,
Bragg started to act as if the sale had been concluded, by changing the locks on the company
offices and otherwise excluding Grant from
from the
the business.
business. Eventually,
Eventually, in
in order to bring things to a
head, Bragg wrote an e-mail to Grant offering to buy his shares on the terms set out in the draft
contract. Two
Two days
days later,
later, Grant
Grant accepted this offer by reply e-mail. Subsequently,
Subsequently, Bragg
Bragg changed
his mind and tried to argue that he was not obliged to buy Grant’s shares, as no contract was ever
signed.

Decision and Implications
The Court sided with Grant and found that the parties had, by their e-mail exchange, concluded a
contract under which Bragg was bound to
to buy
buy the
the shares
shares from
from Grant.
Grant. The
The Court
Court noted that, by
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excluding Grant from the business, Bragg had been acting as if the transaction were already
completed. In
In this
this context,
context, itit would
would not
not reflect
reflect commercial
commercial reality
reality to
to find
find that there was no binding
contract between the parties.

This pragmatic decision illustrates the risks of “jumping the gun” by acting out a contract before all
formalities have been completed. While
While you
you may
may expect
expect the
the law
law to
to be
be aa stickler
stickler for paperwork, this
is not always the case. As
As such,
such, ifif parties
parties to
to aa negotiation
negotiation are
are not careful in their actions and
communications, they may find themselves bound by contractual obligations, even before they sign
on the dotted line.
The same warning applies where the parties are negotiating to vary an existing contract (a common
occurrence in any complex IT or services-based
services-based transaction).
transaction). IfIf the
the parties
parties agree on an amendment
in correspondence and start carrying out the amendment, then the amendment may become legally
binding, even before any formal variation
variation has
has been
been signed.
signed. This
This may be true even where the
original contract specifies that variations must be in writing and signed by the parties (though, in this
case, the party wishing to enforce the informal variation will need to show that the parties intended to
override their general agreement on how variations should be made).

When managing negotiations on a complex IT or services-based arrangement (either at the start of
the arrangement or on any subsequent variation), in order to avoid being bound by unexpected
contractual obligations, you should:

z if ifpossible,
possible,not
notstart
startperforming
performingany
anywork
workuntil
until the
the proper
proper paperwork
paperwork is signed;
z if,if,due
duetototime
timepressures,
pressures,some
someadvance
advancework
workisisrequired,
required, consider
consider entering
entering into
into aa short letter
of agreement to cover this work and clarify in the letter that you are not committing to the full
project until a formal contract is signed; and
z avoid
avoidaccepting
acceptingcontract
contractterms
terms(or
(oragreeing
agreeingto
tocontract
contract variations)
variations) by
by e-mail
e-mail or other form of
correspondence. Where
Where contract
contract terms
terms are
are discussed
discussed in correspondence, the
correspondence should always be
be made
made “subject
“subject to
to contract”.
contract”. Any draft contract terms
should be labelled with the same words.
words. While
While the
the phrase
phrase “subject
“subject to contract” is not a
“magic pill” to prevent a contract from coming into existence, it does clearly express the
parties’ intention that they should not be bound by any obligations until they have signed a
formal contract.

